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Editing can mean different things according to the context. Bourchier offers three main 
types of editorial service. These may be required singly, or in conjunction with each other.

•  Technical editing aligns your manuscript with your or your publisher’s house style:  
ironing out inconsistencies in spelling, punctuation, capitalization; checking citations  
and references; catching typos and much more.

•  Language editing is a line-by-line evaluation of your text to ensure that you communicate 
in an appropriate way to your intended readership: for example, we may advise on tone, 
eliminate verbose or redundant phrasing, tighten sentence structure, clarify meanings, 
check and revise your use of tense, idiom and word choice. This service is especially 
popular with authors whose first language is not English.

•  Structural editing reviews the overall structure and dynamic flow of your text to ensure 
that your arguments are clear, your chapters appropriately weighted and organized. 
Working closely with you we may, for example, invite you to expand or cut back  
the text, rearrange chapters, sequences or add illustrative material.
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Our expert editors use a variety of techniques  
to bring out the strengths of your manuscript



Typesetting your manuscript transforms your work into a format that replicates the layout 
of the final book. This professional page layout gives you an edge when approaching 
publishers and allows you to envision how your text will appear when published. 

Illustrations, figures and tables can be incorporated into the design. Bourchier’s trusted 
team of designers can also create bespoke illustrations or re-draw your own images to 
enhance their impact.
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Transforming your Word manuscript into a designed PDF is the  
first step to producing your book in either print or digital format
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Who to approach: Bourchier will assess your book project and advise you on the  
most appropriate publishers to approach, as well as the potential challenges, costs  
and timeframe.

How to approach your publisher: from working with literary agents to writing cover 
blurbs, preparing your book proposal and your marketing plan, Bourchier makes the job  
of engaging with your publisher simple and hassle-free. 

Bourchier’s own imprint: if you choose to publish with Bourchier, we will oversee all the 
processes that lead to publication, from initial advice to editing, page layout, proofreading, 
cover design and printing.
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Our connections with publishers worldwide and knowledge of the 
industry mean we can guide you through the A to Z of publishing
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